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ABSTRACT

This thesis is done by two students from Blekinge Institute of Technology as an end of the Master of
Science in Mechanical Engineering program with emphasis on applied mechanics. The thesis was
done in cooperation with Axis Communications AB in Lund which develops surveillance cameras.
The task was to design and implement an Angular Vibration Testing Equipment. Axis needs this to
test their surveillance cameras for angular vibrations. These vibrations occur usually on cameras
located on poles placed at roads and at train stations.
The thesis has been carried out in three different phases where the first phase handled deeper
understanding of the problem, planning and investigating of related works. Axis has a solution for
smaller cameras called Shakespeare MK I and this was used as inspiration for us. The second phase
included concept generation and concept evaluation. This has been done with brainstorming,
workshop and concept scoring. At the last phase a prototype was built and tested and a detailed design
was made. Two versions of the prototype were made and they showed that the concept worked well.
The project resulted in a working prototype that can transform linear motion to rotation around two
axes. A drawing and a cost calculation were made for the final concept. The final construction is still
not completely optimized and has improvement and adjustment possibilities that might be needed.
Keywords: Motion converter, product development, surveillance cameras, angular vibration,
hardware test.
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SAMMANFATTNING

Detta examensarbete har gjorts av två studenter från Blekinge tekniska högskola som en avslutning på
utbildningen civilingenjör i maskinteknik med inriktning till tillämpad mekanik. Examensarbetet har
gjorts på Axis Communications AB i Lund som utvecklar övervakningskameror. Uppgiften har varit
att ta fram en konstruktion som omvandlar en linjär rörelse utfört av en vibrationsmaskin, till en
roterande rörelse runt två axlar samtidigt. Detta är för att Axis ska kunna testa deras
övervakningskameror mot roterande vibrationer. Dessa vibrationer uppkommer framförallt på kameror
som sitter på poler placerade vid vägar och tågstationer.
Projektet har genomförts genom tre olika faser där första fasen har inneburit att planera och förstå
arbetet samt undersöka relaterade arbeten. Axis har en befintlig lösning för mindre kameror som kallas
Shakespeare som används som inspiration. Den andra fasen har inneburit att ta fram koncept och välja
ut den mest lämpliga. Detta har gjorts genom brainstorming, workshop och concept scoring. Den sista
fasen har bestått av att testa konceptet med en fysisk prototyp för att sedan göra en detaljerad design
med ritning och kostnadsunderlag. Prototypen har byggts i två versioner och har testats på den
existerande vibrationsmaskinen. Testet visade att konceptet fungerar men att det behöver justeringar
för optimal funktion.
Projektet har resulterat i en prototyp som kan transformera en linjär rörelse till roterande rörelser runt
två axlar samtidigt. En ritning gjordes för det nuvarande konceptet. Konstruktion är inte optimerad
och har förbättrings- och justeringsmöjligheter som kan behöva göras.
Nyckelord: Rörelseomvandlare, produktutveckling, övervakningskameror, roterande vibration,
hårdvarutest.
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1

INTRODUCTION

1.1

Background

Axis Communications AB was formally founded in 1984 and is the market leader in networkvideo,
they invented their first network camera in 1996 [1]. Axis also develop video encoders, accessories,
network audio systems and others. Technologies that Axis uses for cameras are Zipstream,
Lightfinder, Radar, Optimized IR and more [2]. The headquarter is in Lund where most of the research
and development is made. The camera shown in Figure 1 is one the target product of our thesis.

Figure 1 Axis´s Q60 Camera
Surveillance cameras are used in many public places to increase the safety of people. Train stations,
airports and highways are among sensitive surveillance areas. At these areas, the requirement of
performance on a surveillance camera is higher because they are constantly exposed to vibrations,
caused by trains and airplanes, which decrease the image quality and durability of the camera.
Cameras installed on wall-mounts (most larger cameras are installed on a wall-mount) or poles are not
only exposed to linear vibrations but also angular vibration as well. To make sure that both the
physical quality and the image-stabilization (both hardware and software) of cameras can resist these
vibrations, they must be tested with measured vibration signals, reproduced in the laboratory.

1.2

Problem description

1.3

Goal

The existing vibration equipment (ES-30LS4-445 Air Cooled Shaker-Dongling USA) can only
produce linear vibration. Therefore, a mechanical device that transform the linear vibration into
angular vibration is needed. To buy an angular vibration machine would be expensive. Also, the
existing vibration equipment has a high movement precision and robustness which wanted to be
utilized. Instead, an additional mechanical device can be constructed and developed to be used
together with the existing equipment (see Figure 2).

The goal was to make it possible for Axis to simulate a camera sitting on a pole, located on places
where vibration usually occurs, like airports and train stations. The pole will not only move back and
forth in a reciprocating movement, but also rotate around its own axes. The construction that was
designed, had to be used within the required test ranges such as the frequency, angle change and
acceleration ranges.
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Therefore, the task was to design a construction based on the existing vibration equipment, that
convert one linear reciprocating linear motion to angular motion around two axes.

1.4

Research questions

The questions wanted to be answered were:
1. How to drive a platform via one reciprocating linear motion so it draws complete circle at
middle on one of the edges?
2. How to obtain multiple angular vibrations on separate axes from one reciprocating linear
vibration and controlled separately?

1.5

Existing vibration equipment

The existing vibration equipment is shown in Figure 2 at Axis is an ES-30LS4-445 Air Cooled
Shaker-Dongling USA. This vibration machine can vibrate in horizontal or vertical direction. The
maximum distance the slide pad can move is 100 mm peak to peak, max acceleration is 27.5G, max
frequency is 2000 Hz and the maximum effective mass is 109 kg. The data is taken from the vibration
lab.

Figure 2 The vibration equipment in the laboratory[3]

1.6

Limitations

The budget of 50000 SEK for the project limited the possibilities to build a prototype and final
construction. The complexity of the construction, the material and components used had to be
considered so the budget was not exceeded. The budget was used to build prototypes and the final
construction.
The time limit for the project was 20 weeks.
The existing vibration machine had to be used as motor since it has a high movement precision and a
good control system which means the tests can be done in a controlled manner.
The construction was designed for the Q60 series camera since it is one of the most sold product and it
is often placed on poles.
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1.7

Specification of requirements

The specification of the requirements from Axis Communications on the system is found in Table 1.

Table 1. Specification of requirements
Specification of requirements
Usage/Assembling
Mountable of one person with existing lifting equipment
Mounting time should take no more than 30 min
Possibility to mount cameras with a weight up to (𝑚) 𝑘𝑔
The equipment should be safe to operate
Controlling
Should with the existing control system generate a controlled sin
Should generate a controlled sin with constant and varying frequencies/angular acceleration
Should be able to measure the angular acceleration around the rotating axis
The angular acceleration should be controlled individually for each axis
Movement/Precision
Should generate a rotational movement around one, two(minimum) or three(desirable) axis
Should generate tangential acceleration in the interval (𝛼𝑚𝑖𝑛 −𝛼𝑚𝑎𝑥 )𝐺
Should generate an angular shifting in the interval (𝜃𝑚𝑖𝑛 − 𝜃𝑚𝑎𝑥 )°
Should generate vibration in the interval (𝑓𝑚𝑖𝑛 − 𝑓𝑚𝑎𝑥 )𝐻𝑧
The construction should be robust and not cause damage and give reliable result
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2

THEORY

2.1

Vibration

Vibration in common sense is that a solid body is oscillating. It can be described as the body or object
is moving back-and-forth. Vibrations have certain vibrating amplitude and frequency. For an easy
understanding, if describing it in the term of a back and forth motion, amplitude is the distance it
moves, and frequency is the time spent to move in one cycle, back and forth once.
By common knowledge about vibration, linear vibration means the spring, the mass and the damper in
the system, these parameters should be linear[4]. But in this paper, by linear vibration, it is describing
that the vibration motion is moving back and forth on a straight line. This motion is generated by the
existing vibration equipment which starts at the middle between two return points, or peaks. It either
starts from the positive direction (forwards) or the negative direction (backwards). It starts from the
middle point, returns once reached one of the return points and continued towards another return point
then back to the start point, as one cycle. All motions are on the same straight line, it is why it’s called
the linear vibration in this paper.
Angular vibrations describe often together with torsional vibration[5]. Torsional vibration is a
vibration through a shaft and cause it to twist along its axis. Angular vibration on the other hand, is
describing the back and forth motion of one subject, about its axis in this paper. It is describing the
motion of the platform which will move back and forth about the pitch and yaw axes. Figure 3
Angular vibration about pitch axis.
Eigenfrequency or natural frequency is when the body is vibrating in its own oscillating frequency. All
bodies and subjects have their own natural frequencies. When it reaches its natural frequency also, the
vibration amplitude will increase rapidly. In mechanical components, this rapid vibration will lead to
failure and serious damage on that component[6].

Figure 3 Angular vibration about pitch axis

2.2

CAD-program – Inventor Professional

Inventor is a CAD-program designed by the company Autodesk. This is a tool for mechanical design
and we used it to model our CAD models and design the dimensions and shapes of the components[7].
This program also include some other mechanical calculation features such as the dynamic motion
simulation (called Dynamic Simulation) and FEM which is used for the stress calculation and modal
calculation, during the detailed design phase in this project.
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2.3

Q60 series surveillance camera

The Q60 series surveillance network camera was the target product our platform was designed for.
The heaviest variant of this series weight 6 kg and its matched wall mount which weights 3.5 kg and is
needed for installing the camera on a pole (most customers install them on poles). The picture in
Figure 4 shows one of the variants of the Q60 series cameras and its wall mount. This setup is often
called the camera set in the paper. The picture in Figure 5 show the dimensions of the bottom surface
of wall mount which matches the heaviest Q60 camera. The camera itself has dimensions of 302 mm
in diameter and is 330 mm high.

Figure 4 One variant of the Q60 series surveillance camera

Figure 5 Dimensions of the bottom surface of the wall mount

2.4

Image stabilization

Image stabilization is a common technology exist in image recording devices. Most known is our
smartphones, then comes digital cameras and video cameras. This technology has the function to make
the images taken sharp and clear, while the devices were not steady during the image recording
process. By common sense, we shake our hands when holding a camera and take a picture. Image
stabilization function fulfills with either the hardware, lens-based image stabilization[8], and softwarebased[9] or electronic image stabilization, see picture in Figure 7 [8]. The Figure 6 shows how the
lens-based stabilizer work with a Canon digital system-camera works[8].
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Figure 6 Lens-based optical image stabilization used in Canon system-cameras[8]

Figure 7 Electronic based image stabilization using software technology[8]
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3

RELATED WORK

Surprisingly no related work was found on Internet, there only exists an internal document at Axis.
This document shows the construction of a solution for smaller cameras and can rotate around two
axes at the same time. Two separate motors drive the axes. This construction is called Shakespeare
MK 4.2 Tower, Figure 8. It became our inspiration. The size of the bottom plate is approximately
200×200 mm. This solution could not be used to the target product because of the load capacity is too
low and bad control of the motion relation between the axes.

Figure 8 Shakespeare MK 4.2 Tower
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4

METHOD

4.1

Product development process

A product development process is a sequence consisting of many stages that companies pass through
to develop and release new products. The advantages to having a product development process are that
it assures the quality of the product, it improves the coordination within the group so that the members
know when their knowledge and competence are needed in the project. The detailed documentation
also makes it easier to find improvements that are useful for other projects[10].
A standard product development process consists of six phases. The phases are: the planning phase,
concept development, system level design, detail design, testing and refinement, and production ramp
up[10].

4.2

Planning
Gant chart

A Gant chart is a commonly used as planning method for projects. A Gant chart shows the start and
the end of a project. The start and the end of different tasks that should be done can be seen and how
long time the task will be going on. The Gant chart can be seen in appendix[11].

4.3

Concept generation
Brainstorming

Brainstorming is a method for generating ideas and thoughts. The brainstorming session can be done
both individually or in groups. The ideas can be crazy, and they should not be criticized during the
idea generation, to stay creative and get as many ideas as possible. One can develop these ideas further
and combine them with other ideas[12].
To stimulate the creativity, the brainstorming session should take place in a positive and rewarding
environment. It is essential to make sure that the participants have enough information about the
problem to be able to generate ideas efficiently. Record all the ideas, and if in groups, one person can
be responsible for recording and place the notes where everyone can see them[12].
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4.4

Concept evaluation
Concept scoring

Concept Scoring is a method to select the most appropriate concept. The different concepts are listed
in a matrix together with selected criterions based on requirements. Points are given in the scale (15) of how good they are compared to the reference concept[10].
Also, a weight factor can be used for the criteria which says how important it is. The weight factor can
subjectively be decided by the group. The points multiplied by the weight factor gives the total score
for the specific criteria. The summation of all scores gives the total score for the concept[10].
An example of a concept scoring matrix is shown in Table 2. The actual concept scoring matrix can be
seen in appendix.

Table 2 Example of a Concept Scoring matrix

Concept Scoring
Requirement
1
2
3
4
Total points
Rank
Continue

A (Reference)
Points
3
5
2
1
11
2
No
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Concept
B
Points
5
5
3
2
15
1
Yes

C
Points
1
2
2
3
8
3
No
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APPROACH

The thesis has been divided into five different stages and three phases, see Figure 9. The workflow is
inspired from [10] but was modified to fit our way of working during the thesis.

Figure 9 Work plan for all phases

5.1

Planning and research
Study and research for additional requirements

There were studies and research done helping to define some other additional requirements that should
have been taken into considerations, such as the wall mount and other mechanisms that could improve
the performance of the test and usability of the construction. This was done with discussion around
certain test scenarios and learning from operators in the laboratory about how to install different things
on the equipment.

Study of existing solutions as previous work
Shakespeare MK I
Shakespeare MK I (see Figure 10) was the first version of Shakespeare built (in the year 2013) in
Axis. It is a 3-axis vibration table which means the platform can move around three different axes
driven by three separate stepper motors. There is not an official number of how much weight it can
tolerate on its platform, but it should be about as much the one as Shakespeare MK 4.2 Tower (see
Figure 13 ). Linkages between the motors and platform can be adjusted with precision.
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Figure 10 Shakespeare MK I

More in-depth study of Shakespeare MK I
To have a deeper understanding of the functionalities and limitations of the Shakespeare MK I, an
experiment was done. There were two purposes in this experiment. One was to see how the lens of the
camera would move when it is rotating around two axes at the same time. Another purpose was to
have a broader study of how this construction transfers linear motion from different motors together to
rotational motion.
A laser pointer (see Figure 11) was mounted on the platform where the camera is supposed to be
mounted. The laser pointer was mounted with tape and was shooting on a corrugated cardboard 2
meters away.

Figure 11 Experiment on Shakespeare MK I
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Figure 12 Laser pointer attached to the platform of Shakespeare MK I

Shakespeare MK 4.2 Tower
The Shakespeare MK 4.2 Tower (see Figure 13) built in the year 2015, and it is a two-axis vibration
platform. One servomotor drives one axis. The maximum weight of a camera it can test is at 2.0 kg.

Figure 13 Shakespeare MK 4.2 Tower

Motion analysis of the lens
Analysis of the motion of lens for a complete circle
We studied and separated the motion of lens when it drew a complete circle, by making sketches on
papers and discussed it together with others in the department in Axis. Observation and analyzing of
the motion of the platform on both Shakespeare models were done.

Analysis of the motion of lens for a half circle
After seeing it is not 100 % that the making a complete circle will work for the case, the solution
direction turned into finding a way of making only half of the circle. Similar procedures as for the
analysis of the motion of lens for a complete circle was done.

5.2

Concept generating

The whole system is scaled down into three sub-systems: the power subsystem, the linkage subsystem,
and the platform subsystem. The power subsystem is the motor that drives the platform, which will be
the existing vibration equipment, so it’s not taken into consideration during the concept phase. The
linkage subsystem converts the single reciprocating linear motion (vibration) from the vibration
equipment into two reciprocating linear motions on two separate axes in the platform subsystem. In
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the platform subsystem, these linear motions will drive the platform in angular motions around two
axes.

Brainstorming
In the first phase, concept generation was done to find possible ideas. The method used was
brainstorming, both individually and in groups of two. Ideas were suggested without any evaluation to
create as many ideas as possible. The ideas were drawn as sketches on sticky notes, papers or as CADmodels. The notes were placed on the whiteboard so that both could see the ideas.
The internet was a big help for stimulating and inspiring ideas in the brainstorming. Both several
documents and videos were studied.
Google Scholar was used to find scientific publications and patents about mechanisms that do the
transformation from linear to rotary motions, and database Diva used to find similar theses as ours that
could be useful for us.

Workshop
A workshop was organized at Axis, where people from different departments were invited. The
problem was described for them, and after that, anyone could give some ideas or suggestions. In this
way ideas from different perspectives could be obtained. It was also a way to get to know new people
in the company.

The concept of linkage sub-system

The most desired shape which the camera lens will trace is complete circular forms, which was
discussed with the image stabilization team. After the analysis of the motion of the lens, it shows that
to make complete circular shapes, a linkage that controls one of the axes must have continuously
rotary motion. If the lens is drawing a curved line as a portion of a complete circular shape, it is
enough for this linkage to have reciprocating and angular motion. This lead to two different solution
lines in linkage concept-design. Either converting reciprocating the linear motion from the vibration
equipment to continuous rotary motion, or reciprocating the angular motion directly.

Study of existing mechanisms
Research of finding existing mechanisms that are suitable for the task was done via the internet. GIF
videos from YouTube and pictures from Google Pictures were used for the most, to make it easy for
observing and understanding of how they work.
This study was also done by looking for relevant concepts or designs and works in databases, such as
Google Scholar and Scoops.

Self-designed concept mechanism
Mechanisms were found that have their unique functionalities and limitations, and most of them could
not be used directly to the final solution. We Studied how to combine them to create a new
mechanism which suits the task.

The concept of platform sub-system
Study of existing platform types
Most studies were looking for different type of existing test-platforms where the platforms are made to
rotate around multiple axes. Most studies have done on YouTube and Google Pictures where it is more
comfortable for observing how different mechanisms work. Other study including how image
stabilizer on digital system-cameras are tested.
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Self-designed concept platform
The concept generation was done through brainstorming individually and discussion inside the group.
Ideas were drawn and written down on sticky notes and taped on the idea board for further
inspirations. Designs with higher complexity and is complicated to draw by hand drew using CAD
program, Inventor[7].

5.3

Concept evaluation
Concept Scoring

At the concept evaluation, we used concept scoring as a method. We had ten concepts that were listed
in a concept matrix together with the selected requirements. Points were given on a scale between (15) which describes how good they are compared to the reference concept.

Concept elimination

Concept elimination was done together with the Concept Scoring table. Concepts with little robustness
and significant complexity were eliminated from the concept list.

The decision of the final concept

The decision for choosing a final concept done with the help of the Concept Scoring table also used
different weights in different requirements. Some requirements cannot be fulfilled at the same time.
For example, to make a test using this construction for a shorter time, it is more preferred if the
construction can be controlled by the vibration equipment directly.

5.4

Concept solution design and test
Design I

The first design is based on the Shakespeare MK 4.2 Tower (see Figure 14), one of the previous
solutions studied in the early phase. The design of the platform was kept almost the same while the
linkage part was modified so this system can be connected to the vibration equipment and use it as the
power source.

Figure 14. Platform and structure of the build of Shakespeare MK 4.2 Tower
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Dimension and size estimate of the design
For the first model shows in Figure 15, the design space was big, and there was nothing that could be
used as a reference, since it is the first time anyone was building an angular vibration platform for
large and heavy cameras. The dimensions of the largest camera and its fitted wall mount were the only
known of all variables.
The plan was to start with designing the size of the platform, according to the dimensions of the wall
mount so the whole test object (wall mount + camera) could be placed on it. Based on this we
designed designing the dimensions of the rest of components, all the way to the sliding pad on the
vibration equipment.
The camera and its wall mount are in real dimensions in the model.

Figure 15. Size of the platform relative to the real size of the camera set

Structure design
The idea is to expand the platform design of the Shakespeare MK 4.2 Tower, so it has the size to fit the
Q60 series camera and its wall mount. Linkages were modified so it can be connected to the vibration
equipment and drive platform and rotate around two axes. A pole will support up to the platform, and
the pole will be supported by extra feet from different directions to stabilize it.
About the linkage sub-system. One of the linkages can be connected to the vibration equipment
directly so that it can rotate back and forth around one axis. Another axis needs an extra connection to
change the force direction.

Design II

The idea of modifying the first design because it is too big and heavy. The basic idea is that, if the
structure is stable enough and the base can be fixed with nuts on some table, the whole system could
be small and light weight. This modification is essential because its form was built to the first physical
prototype which developed further to the final design and construction.

Modifications based on Design I
The most significant modification is to re-make the large-size platform to a light weight plate. Its size
is based on a wall which is just as large as the bottom surface of a wall mount.
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Dimension and size estimate
The wall has a dimension of 230 mm x 205 mm to match the wall mount. The new platform (see
Figure 16) is big enough to leave enough space for bearing components and the triangle-shaped
support to the wall. It is also bigger for having space for connecting linkages.

Figure 16. Platform Design II

Prototype building

The prototype is a smaller version of the Design II. The original idea is a larger construction which is
heavy and takes much space (see Figure 17). Idea II came out with an idea of minimized space
required but still stable and strong enough (see Figure 16Figure 18). Before going further with the
detailed design and the stress and modal analysis, a simple experiment was done with a physical
prototype, to see if it moves and behaves as expected.

Figure 17 Full structure of Design I
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Prototype version 1.1 – based on Design II
Design in CAD-model
As the first physical prototype to test together with the vibration equipment, the basic idea is to keep it
as simple as possible and to build it as fast as possible. A CAD-model (see Figure 18) was built to help
to determine dimensions and to know precisely where to position what. Except bearing components
were bought from local shops, the rest are materials found in Axis, so all dimensions were known. We
just needed to plan positions for drilling holes and screws.

Figure 18 Modified CAD-model for the first physical prototype test purpose
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Prototype building
Material to the box and the platform are left over materials from other projects. Bearing components
(see Figure 19 and Figure 20), driven linkages and toggle joints are bought from local shops. Rods
were found in Axis. All holes, threaded holes and the triangular transmission component are made by
ourselves.

Figure 19 The first physical prototype view 1

Figure 20 The first physical prototype view 2
Experimental setup
A table made of aluminum beams is built and adjusted to a height of 560 mm, so together with the
height of the box, linkages can reach to a proper height to the slide plate on vibration
equipment. Weights are placed on the table frame and on the bottom platform to stabilize the whole
structure. A laser pointer is mounted on the top of the platform at the edge of the front and pointing
forwards to see how the top platform moves.
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Prototype version 1.2
Improvement from version 1.1
The purpose of modifying the prototype version 1.1 to 1.2 was, s first for improving the precision of
the linkages, so that the gaps are minimized. The second was to change triangular shaped transmission
component (see Figure 22) to straight rectangular shaped (see Figure 21), so the laser pointer attached
on platform will draw a curved line instead of a diagonal straight line.

Figure 21 Bottom plate of the box raised by 68 mm for the new transmission component

Figure 22 The triangularly shaped transmission component changed to rectangular (yellow
marking)
To change the triangular transmission component to a rectangular one and to install BRF:s instead of
toggle joints, it requires 40 mm higher in space. The bottom plate (see Figure 21) of the box is raised
by 68 mm for this purpose and hinged by existing holes on the plates. It is measured from the middle
of the thickness of plate because holes are drilled at the middle.
The platform is shifted, so it fits the central-line of the transmission component at the bottom. It is
meant to have the installed BRF at the side of the platform straight to central-line (see Figure 23).
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Figure 23 CAD-model for the second physical prototype
Experimental setup II
To stabilize the construction, even more, the table was removed, and some large boxes made by
aluminum plates were assembled instead (see Figure 24). These two boxes were attached to each other
with screws and nuts while the prototype with the quick tight clamps. At the bottom, two 10 kg
weights were placed in the box to stabilize the whole structure.
Before the test started, the laser pointer was turned on with a plastic tightener. An A4 paper with a
coordinate plane drawn was placed on the wall where the red laser dot is at the origin of the plane.

Figure 24 Experimental setup for the second prototype test
Experiment
Before each experiment started, the A4 paper was adjusted so that the red dot was placed on the origin.
Once the laser pointer pointed straight on the paper, the test could be started. During the test, the laser
drew a line on the paper and was drawn with a pen right after this laser path to record it.
During the tests, some potential instability against vibration were spotted on some components, with
the method of “feeling the vibration by putting fingers on it” by putting fingers on different
components and feel the differences between some of them, critical parts could be detected and
improved in the design. Especially, on all the rods and linkages, except bearing components.
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5.5

Detailed design

The final design of the construction is based on the CAD Design II, modifications done were based on
observations on prototype 1.1 and prototype 1.2 during the tests. Other modifications made were based
on results from stress and modal analysis done in Inventor.

Modifications based on test results from prototype 1.1 and 1.2
Modification on the platform
The platform does not have to be bigger than the space needed if its stiff enough. By cutting off extra
material that is not needed can help to reduce the total weight.

Modification on the main support pole
From tests on the first physical prototype, it was observed by feeling with fingers, that the upper part
of the pole vibrated more than the under part. To improve this, it is shortened to a minimum level, so it
becomes more stable.

Modification on the support foot
All four feet are replaced by a box. The reason why using a box instead of four separated foot are
based on two reasons. This kind of box made by assemble aluminum plates have being used for much
tougher tests, which means its strong enough for this case and is reliable. Another reason is the cost.
By discussing with experienced engineers here in Axis, components with complex geometry cost
much more than simpler geometry even if more material is used.

Modification of the transmission component
Some modifications were already done based on the first design. The outcome was used to the first
prototype. After modifications, it became simpler and fewer components used. It also became
triangular shaped so that the energy from input force (Pitch driver linkage) and the energy from output
force (Pitch driven linkage) can be used efficiently when it is perpendicular to the triangular
transmission component.
The newest modification changed this triangular transmission component to a rectangular one instead,
for obtaining the curve-line (most desired) when the platform is in motion, while triangular delivered a
straight and diagonal line instead.

Modification on the driver linkages
In Design I, linkage components were designed with specialized geometries to fit the heights of the
construction and the vibration equipment. For a simpler solution and easy reparation, they are changed
to normal threaded rods. There is a support (see Figure 25) made by iron, in the laboratory, it allows
quite big ranges in height adjustment. With this, threaded rods can be used and it is easier for
adjustments during a test installation.
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Figure 25 How linkages connected to the vibration equipment slide pad during the tests

Stress analysis
Components to test
When doing the test with the wall mount and the camera, the resonance frequency for them will be
reached. From experience from the hardware-test department, a factor of ten must be applied to the
force that affects the linkage due to this resonance frequency of the wall mount and camera. The
resonance frequencies occur in the higher frequency range.
The simulation is done on the linkages because they are the critical parts. The aluminum box
construction is a similar construction Axis use today and is robust enough for their test. Any
simulation or calculation is therefore not necessary. Today the thickness of these aluminum plates is
25mm. The forces acting our construction is not the same as the construction Axis use today, so we
use a safety factor to prevent accidents, and we will use thicker aluminum plates (30mm).

Test in worst case scenario
Simulations were done for two different worst-case scenarios. First, with high amplitude but with low
frequency. The weight of the camera and wall mount is five times heavier than reality as a safety
factor. Second case is, low amplitude but high frequency, and the weight of the camera and wall
mount is increased by a factor of 10. The resonance frequency will be in the second case, hence a
factor of ten is used. In the first case the resonance peak will not occur but it can still be a smaller
amplification.

Different CAD-models for different usage scenarios
Three different CAD-models were used for calculation, to simulate three different setups of the
construction in future tests. One, test with single-axis angular vibration around the pitch axis; second,
test with single-axis angular vibration around the yaw axis; third, test with dual-axis angular vibration
around both axes at the same time. The picture in Figure 26 shows these axes.
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Figure 26 Rotation axes of the platform

Interest in different time points
Three linkage linkages are of interest, and their critical points are in different time points. For both
driver linkages, their critical points are at the peak of the slide pad, meaning maximum amplitude. For
the pitch driven linkage, its critical point is at the origin of the slide pad instead, because it is where
the platform experiences a quick change in the direction of acceleration, like a pulse (see Figure 27).

Figure 27 The transmission component passes the critical point
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Calculation workflow
Calculations were done by first running a dynamic simulation on a CAD-model built in full-scaled
dimensions, with materials and weights to different components applied. Test amplitude and frequency
were searched by trying to get 𝛼𝑚𝑎𝑥 in the unit of G tangential-acceleration on the measured points.
Specific time-points where these points reached 𝛼𝑚𝑎𝑥 in the unit of G, were chosen. At this point, all
reaction forces and moments generated at those time-points were saved. Then it is time for stress and
modal analysis, where the component to calculate on will be meshed with small mesh-size. The
measurement points are shown in Figure 28.

Figure 28 Shows where the tangential acceleration was measured

Validation of stress analysis
Static calculations were done using the same reaction forces and constraints applied on the same
component, using the same force vectors as the program calculated from the dynamic simulation. As
for different scenarios, static stress buildup should be bigger or smaller depending on the motion of the
construction at the current simulating time point.

Modal analysis
Dynamic modal analysis
Modal analysis was done at the same time together with the stress analysis. After stress analysis, the
calculation mode in the program changed to modal analysis. System calculated the dynamic
Eigenfrequencies according to the geometry and constraints applied to the component. The first
eigenfrequency also called fundamental frequency is of interest. Once it is bigger than (𝑓𝑚𝑎𝑥 ) Hz
which is the maximum frequency in tests, the dimension of the component is suitable.

Validation of modal analysis
For validation, a static modal analysis was done on the same component with the constraints as
applied during the dynamic simulations, but as static constraints.
In this simulation, it is simulating that one end is driven by the slide pad and pushes another end
through the rod. One end is constrained in axial, radial and tangential direction as so-called “pin
constraint” in the program, while the other not included axial constraint to prevent inner-stress
buildup. It is validation on the longest rod, the yaw-driver-linkage component. If it is correct, then the
rest should also be correct, with the same simulating environment and constraints.
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6

RESULTS

6.1

Planning and research
Study and research for additional requirements

The mechanism for acceleration relation adjustment
As an outcome of the study of how the vibration equipment uses, also what other functions should be
included, so it suits the hardware-test team better. First, vibration tests are done with different
accelerations on different axes, so there must be an adjustment mechanism included in the design.
Second, this vibration equipment is always tight-scheduled, so the easier for the operator to adjust the
acceleration relation the better. The design must then allow the operator to adjust the relation between
the accelerations on different axes with ease and preciseness. The worm gear design on an adjustable
ratcheting wrench is inspiriting, Figure 29.

Figure 29 Ratcheting adjustable wrench [13]

The locking mechanisms for single-axis test
The construction can be used for single-axis tests, meaning the platform can be rotated about one axis
only. The platform is designed to have DOFs about two rotation axes, if it’s used for the single-axis
test then the DOF on the other axis must be disabled to stop it from rotating. Therefore, locking
mechanisms are needed for different axes, when one of them is not in usage.

Estimate size of the platform
To minimize the error sources, the wall mount must be included in the test, when the camera is
installed. That wall mount can be installed on a wall which represents a pole, and it can be placed on
the same centerline as the vertical rotation axis, see Figure 30. It’s worth to mention that this wall can
only fulfill the function of fixing the camera set so it can be a thicker plate or a cube. The platform is
the one that simulates the vibrations measured from a real pole.
For the wall mount itself, it has a height of 215 mm and width 190 mm at its base, see Figure 31,
where the surface contacts with the wall when it’s installed on it.
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Figure 30 Desired installation of the wall, camera set and platform

Figure 31 Dimensions of the base of the wall mount

More in-depth study of Shakespeare MK I

By observations on the shapes made by the laser pointer on the cardboard, each time this vibration
platform is turned off and on, the shapes changed. The motors are affecting each other so the shapes
keep changing even though when it is operating. The experiment shows that the movement is random
depending on how the motor’s positions are related to each other. This result means that the movement
can differ, every time the motors are turned off and on again. Pictures in Figure 32 shows the results.

Figure 32 The resulting shapes of the Shakespeare MK I test
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Shakespeare MK 4.2 Tower
The linkages between the motors and platform are fixed so it is not able to make any adjustment than
how it is built. The same as the Shakespeare MK I, the shapes the lens is making kept changing as
well, when it’s operating.
From the studies on these two angular vibration platforms, the results show that both models have
DOFs on multiple axes but they are affecting each other so the final movement at the end, which is the
lens attached on the platform, is unpredictable. If one single motor drives all axes, their movement can
be fixed, instead. If multiple motors must be used, they must be synchronized by a control system.

Results from motion analysis on the lens
Analysis of the motion of lens for a complete circle
For the camera lens to make a shape of a complete circle and assume the lens starts from the bottom of
this circle. See Figure 33.
Assume that the lens is moving in an X-Y-coordinate plane and it is going anti-clockwise. In section 1,
the lens moves in the positive direction along both X and Y axes. Further on, it moves in section 2,
and it moves in the negative direction along X-axis while it continues in the positive direction along
Y-axis. Now it has moved 90 degrees, from bottom to the up of this circular form. When it starts to
move downwards, it comes to section 3 and continues to move in the negative direction along X-axis
while it turned to the negative direction along Y-axis from the positive direction. In the last section,
section 4, it turned from the negative direction to positive along X-axis while it continued with the
negative direction along Y-axis. Now it is back to its start point and has made a complete circle.
To complete a full circular path, one of the axes connected on the platform, can be connected to the
vibration equipment, directly, to obtain this reciprocating motion, as the motion along X-axis in the
motion schedule. The motion along Y-axis, on the other hand, requires external mechanism which
converts this reciprocating linear motion into continuous rotary motion to obtain such motion pattern.

Figure 33 Motion schedule and analysis of a lens drawing a circular shape

Analysis of the motion of lens for a half circle
For the camera lens to make a shape of half circle and assume the lens starts from the bottom. See
Figure 34.
First, the lens moves in a positive direction along both X- and Y-axis, in section 1. Next step is to
return to the start point on the same path as the first step but in the negative direction. Now it is in
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section 2, and it moves along the negative direction on X-axis and positive direction on Y-axis. It also
returns on the same path but opposite direction on both axes, later.
As for making a half circle, one of the axes can be connected to the vibration equipment, directly, to
obtain reciprocating linear motion. On the other hand, the motion along Y-axis requires a mechanism
that can change the direction of the driving.

Figure 34 Motion schedule and analysis of a lens drawing half a circular shape
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6.2

Concept generating
Existing mechanisms

Here are some concepts picked up from all concepts found on the internet (see Figure 35).
Concept 1 is the steam-powered train mechanism where one stroke piston goes back and forth and
drives a shaft to rotate continuously[14].
Concept 2 [15] and 3[16] both use reciprocating linear motion and convert it into continuous rotary
motion and vice versa.
Concept 4 is new technology which uses in the car engine on modern cars. It allows the driver to
choose to drive the car in ECO-mode by shifting the stroke length in the engine, between two different
levels[17].
Concept 5 converts continuous rotary motion into reciprocating angular motion with decided and
adjustable angles[18].
Concept 6 is a machine instead. It uses in the medical area, and it shakes medical fluids with a purpose
to have a good mixture. It rotates around all three axes with adjustable angle[19].

Figure 35 Existing mechanisms found for solution concepts [14], [15], [16], [17], [18], [19]

Self-designed concept solution
Free rotating body using its inertia
The idea behind this concept is that the cylinder body (yellow colored) is free in rotating around its
circular path (green colored), like a roller coaster track but closed end (see Figure 36). When this
green part is in a reciprocating motion, that cylinder body should be set in motion and rotate inside this
circle due to its inertia.

Figure 36 Free body test
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This idea turned out not working when the shaking motion came up to a higher frequency (started
from 20 Hz). That cylinder body does not have the time to “catch up” with the motion of the circular
path and it just “jumps” back and forth instead.

Cowboy concept
This concept, see Figure 38, came from the idea of how a cowboy does the rope trick. They start with
swinging the rope in a circle in the air, once the rope has reached certain velocity and form, they keep
this motion by doing forth and back motion with their arms. This concept has a ring where the pole
can rotate in it. The base is from the idea of a balance railway ball table which allows it to rotate
around all three axes (see Figure 37).

Figure 37 Balance railway ball game where the table can rotate around three axes[20]

Figure 38 Solution concept built upon the cow-boy concept
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Reciprocating linear motion to reciprocating rotary motion
Existing mechanisms
Here are concepts picked up from all concepts found on the internet (see Figure 39).
Concept 1 elongates the stroke piston and push the linkages connected the roundtable and rotates it
around its rotation axis[21].
Concept 2 changes the motion direction from the horizontal axis into the vertical axis with the help of
an extra support linkage. Both axes are perpendicular to each other[22].
Concept 3 has two pistons parallel to each other and move in the same direction. With the linkage that
goes through them, the stroke length either increases or decreases depending on which piston is the
driver[23].

Figure 39 Mechanisms for linear to linear motion converting[21], [22], [23]
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Self-designed concept mechanisms
The concept with one driver linkage and the driven wheel
In this concept, the construction has a handle where can be connected to the slide pad on the vibration
equipment, which goes back and forth. On the other side of the pole, there is a wheel connected to it
and is driven to roll. Two rods connected to that wheel and drives further to the platform, so it tilts up
and down. (see Figure 40 and Figure 41).

Figure 40 Sketch for the concept

Figure 41 3D-printed model for a deeper study
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The concept of the equipment
In this idea, the platform is placed upon the slide pad and expands the design space for how it can be
driven by the slide pad, see Figure 42.

Figure 42 One of the concepts design by our own
The concept that builds on continuous rotary motion
The idea based on, if there is any mechanism that can convert the reciprocating motion into continuous
rotary motion so the force and be transmitted further via these bells, see Figure 43.

Figure 43 One of the concepts found that built on continuous rotary motion
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Image stabilization test on system-cameras

When we looked after some existed solutions we found that the hexapod or also called Stewart
Platform (see Figure 44) is used for image stabilization tests on system-cameras[24]. This solution has
the capacity in simulating complex motion profiles in all 6 degrees of freedoms. It is flexible because
of its 6 feet and they are controlled separately with the control system.
A Stewart Platform has a top plate and a base plate, between them are 6 legs what can vary in length
independently of each other. This device is design for position control and has 6 degree-of-freedoms.
The first platform is designed 1965 as a flight simulator[25].

Figure 44 Hexapod used in image stabilization test on system cameras[24]

6.3

Concept evaluation
Concept elimination

The result of concept elimination is to eliminate all continuous rotary converter ideas. The main reason
is that, no such converter works with such a short stroke length. Even though there are mechanisms
that can increase this stroke length but at the same time, the acceleration is also increased
exponentially, depends on how much it is increased. Acceleration is one of the important parameters
on the platform. Even if the acceleration is ignorable, the operator is not allowed to change amplitude
during a test because such mechanisms require constant stroke length. The operator can still stop the
vibrator and change the linkage to some other dimensions so the stroke length can be changed for
another test, but this takes too much time to turn on/off the machine, while the vibration equipment is
often booked for a tight schedule. For this situation, this solution does not fit. Therefore, it is decided
to go the other path, where the reciprocating linear motion generated by the equipment transfers
directly to the platform, about two separate axes.

The decision for the final concept

The chosen concept which was decided to go further into next stage is utilizing the reciprocating linear
motion from the slide pad, directly to both axes of the platform. It cannot result in a full circular shape
which was desired for the camera lens to draw, but it can be controlled over acceleration, amplitude
and frequency via the vibration equipment directly. It can be operated with very short and varying
stroke length. (See Figure 45).

Choice of material

The choice of material was chosen from both weight and cost perspective also the difficulty of making
the components with that material.
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Two different metal materials are chosen. Aluminum on wall and platform components for making
them as light as possible. Steel used on the main pole and the pin which is connected to it to have less
deformation, so it should not affect the preciseness of the control system due to deformations. The
base will be in aluminum and linkages in steel for less deformation as well.

6.4

Concept solution design and test
Design I

The first design, Design I, including the platform, the pole which holds up the platform, support foot
that increase the stability of the pole and the base under them. For the yaw-axis, it is connected to the
slide pad, directly by a single piece linkage. For the pitch-axis, it relates to a transmission component
and it has the function to change the force direction, when it’s generated from the equipment and
passes to the platform at the tail. The camera setup is installed on a “wall”, aluminum cube put
together, and that “wall” placed on the platform. The platform is supported up with a pole at the
center, which is supported and stabilized by four feet from four different directions. The picture in
Figure 45 shows all components and their names in the design.
The vibration equipment in the model is drew according to its real size so the dimensions for Design I
can be adjusted according to this size, for a better “feeling” of the design space and dimensions of
different components. The whole equipment has length 2700 mm and width 1520 mm, more figures
see Appendix C. The picture in Figure 46Figure 45 Illustration of the final concept shows the whole
setup of Design I together with the vibration equipment.

Figure 45 Illustration of the final concept
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Figure 46 Design I and the vibration equipment in 1:1-scale dimensions

Design II

The new design was modified for building the first physical prototype, so it is kept in a simple form.
The body of the box has 200 mm length of all sides which is a common setup for vibration test here in
Axis. The platform has a dimension of 200 x 200 mm and the pole and rotation axis that goes through
the bearing components, are all 20 mm in diameter. All Components are in aluminum. All bearing
components are bought from local shops, so the diameters of all the pole and axes are designed to fit
those components. This prototype design is easy to assemble when there is not any complexity in
design and the number of smaller components are quite small. The picture in Figure 47 shows the
design of this prototype.

Figure 47 The first physical prototype built and based on the Design II
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Test
The result from observation of tests on prototype 1.1
At different vibration frequencies, amplitudes and linear accelerations on the slide pad, it showed
different results with un-predictable motion pattern. At low frequencies, the platform is moving with
bigger angles, and the laser pointer made a long and narrow shape of number “8”, see figure 38. It
looked more like a diagonal line.
At high frequencies, it is more like drawing unsymmetrical and elliptical shapes (see Figure 48 and
Figure 49). At even higher frequencies, it made a small circle or more like a triangle with round
corners.

Figure 48 Prototype test with prototype version 1.1, in low frequency

Figure 49 Prototype test with prototype version 1.1, in high frequency

The result from observation of tests on prototype 1.2
The laser pointer drew a curve line just like a part of a circular form which is desired, but it is
unsymmetrical about the vertical axis. This time, it showed a predictable motion pattern which is a
big improvement from the previous version prototype. Also, it’s relation between axes is irechangeable. For varying amplitudes, the length of the shape is changed but not the radius of it. The
picture in Figure 50 shows one of the measurements recorded.
From the study of the motion pattern, one can conclude that, for bigger amplitudes, how much the
laser moved on the horizontal direction is quite equal about the vertical axis. When it moved twice
higher in the section to the right than left. For more data see Appendix D.
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Figure 50 Test result on the second prototype

The result of the modifications done from the previous prototype version
Through observations, the shapes that the laser drew were stable, not changing forms. This means the
form changing from the first prototype test was caused by the gaps in the linkage part, where the
toggle joints used. This means, with the high-precision bearings (BRF bearings), this design with the
triangle component can draw a diagonal and straight line.

The result of the stability of the designed construction
By observation, the linkages connected to the transmission component and drive the pitch-axis,
vibrated more than the one to the yaw-axis. A conclusion resulted from a discussion between us is,
linkage to yaw-axis almost moved straight forth and back, along it’s axial direction and this is the
direction with strong constraint. When look at the linkage to pitch-axis, because of the transmission
component is moving around it’s rotation axis, it created a force on the radial direction of the linkage,
which is the weakest direction to withstand a force, from the perspective of a stable structure, as the
picture in Figure 51 shows.

Figure 51 Force distribution affected on the pitch-driver-linkage
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The conclusion from prototype 1.2 tests
From this test, the results showed that, the table on which the prototype will stand on must be stable.
Since the table itself is quite tall, entire table also vibrated during the test. It appeared to be that the
higher on that table the more vibration there is. The BRF bearings must be carefully adjusted when
being assembled, so that they do not tilt before the test, if they do they may exceed their angle limit
and hit on either itself because of the angle limitation or other components closed to it, during the test.

6.5

Detailed design

We divided the simulations into two worst-case scenarios.
1. The first case is to reach the highest amplitude or angle change on the platform at first place,
then adjust the frequency to reach the maximum acceleration. The weight of the camera set
has a factor of 5.
2. The second case is to reach the highest frequency at the first place instead, then adjust the
amplitude to reach the maximum acceleration. The weight of the camera set has a factor of 10.
The reason why having two cases is to know more limitations in a wider test range, even though, the
second case gives the biggest stress buildup and reaction force, always.
The analysis done on the pitch-driver-linkage, yaw-driver-linkage, and the pitch-driven-linkage. These
are the weakest parts. The aluminum box is inspired by the existing testing equipment Axis use today,
so no stress analysis is made for them, even though they are designed in a bigger dimension to have
them on a safer level.
The picture in Figure 52 shows the simulated model in our simulation program, Inventor[7]. The
names of all components are shown in that picture.

Figure 52 The CAD-model used for simulations and calculations
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Results from stress analysis
Single-axis setup
High amplitude, low frequency and factor 5
Pitch-driven-linkage
Parameters of the test is shown in the Table 3

Table 3 Calculation parameters
Frequency
Amplitude (slide-pad)
Angle (platform)
Tangential acceleration
Factor
Weight of camera set

3.55 Hz
18.95 mm
𝜃𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝛼𝑡,𝑚𝑎𝑥
5
47.5 kg

This maximum tangential acceleration measured at the center of the wall mount about the pitch-axis.
The material is steel with a yield strength of 207 MPa. With a safety factor of 1.5, the maximum
allowable stress is 138 MPa.
The resulting maximum von Mises stress is 41.31 MPa, which is within the limit. (For result in
pictures see Appendix E).
Pitch-driver-linkage
This simulation used the same parameters shown in Table 3.
This linkage symbolizes the horizontal threaded rod. The inner diameter is 12 mm. The maximum
stress occurs located at the end, where the rod change geometry. This geometry change will not be in
reality, it is used only for modeling in Inventor. This maximum stress does not exist. We looked at the
stress a distance from the geometry change, and it shows around 40 MPa, and this is below the
maximum allowable stress level.
Yaw-driver-linkage

Table 4 Calculation parameters
Frequency
Amplitude (slide-pad)
Angle (platform)
Tangential acceleration
Factor
Weight of camera set

Small frequency (3.5 Hz)
Small amplitude (6.02 mm)
𝜃𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝛼𝑡,𝑚𝑎𝑥
5
47.5 kg

Parameters used for this calculation is shown in Table 4.
As a result, the maximum stress buildup is 31.11 MPa which is smaller than the allowed stress for
steel is 138 MPa. This means this component is safe from current case.
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Low amplitude, high frequency and factor 10
Pitch-driven-linkage

Table 5 Calculation parameters
Frequency
Amplitude (slide-pad)
Angle (platform)
Tangential acceleration
Factor
Weight of camera set

𝒇𝒎𝒂𝒙
Small amplitude
Small angle
𝛼𝑡,𝑚𝑎𝑥
10
95 kg

Maximum von Mises stress is 45.04 MPa which is safe because it’s under the allowable stress. The
parameters used for this calculation is the same as these shown in Table 5
Pitch-driver-linkage
The parameters used for this calculation is the same as these shown in Table 5.
Maximum von Mises stress is 7.01 MPa.
Yaw-driver-linkage

Table 6 Calculation parameters
Frequency
Amplitude (slide-pad)
Angle (platform)
Tangential acceleration
Factor
Weight of camera set

𝒇𝒎𝒂𝒙
Small amplitude
Small angle
𝛼𝑡,𝑚𝑎𝑥
10
95 kg

The calculation parameters used are shown in the Table 6.
The maximum tangential acceleration is measured at the center of the camera, about the yaw-axis. As
a result, the maximum stress build-up is 55.37 MPa while the allowed stress for steel is 138 MPa so
this component is safe.

Dual-axis setup
Results from other stress calculations showed that the high-frequency worst-case-scenario is more
dangerous than the other one, therefore, in the calculation for dual-axis setup, its calculated with the
maximum frequency only. Another important fact is that the yaw-axis reaches the maximum tangential
acceleration before pitch-axis and by then, pitch axis barely moves, because of the gear rate existed
between the axes.

Low amplitude, high frequency and factor 10
Table 7 Calculation parameters
Frequency
Amplitude (slide-pad)
Angle (platform)
Tangential acceleration
Factor
Weight of camera set

𝒇𝒎𝒂𝒙
Small amplitude
Small angle
𝛼𝑡,𝑚𝑎𝑥
10
95 kg

Pitch-driver-linkage
The calculation parameters used are shown in the Table 7.
Maximum stress buildup is 3,493 MPa and its smaller than the maximum allowable stress, means it’s
safe.
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Pitch-driven-linkage
The calculation parameters used are shown in the Table 7
Maximum stress buildup is 13,136 MPa and its smaller than the maximum allowable stress, means it’s
safe.
Yaw-driver-linkage
The calculation parameters used are shown in the Table 7
Maximum stress buildup is 55.39 MPa and its smaller than the maximum allowable stress, means it’s
safe.

Validation of stress analysis
Validation is done on yaw-driver-linkage while it is the big amplitude, low frequency and factor 5
times scenario. Drag force 1368 N applied on one end, represents the motion now in simulation, when
it is dragging back the platform. Resulted in 16,98 MPa which is smaller than 31,33 MPa from the
dynamic calculation. This is correct because, at this moment in dynamic motion, the platform had
reached its maximum acceleration and its return point. For the rod itself, it had to plus with the drag
force which came together with that acceleration it had. See Figure 53.

Figure 53 Validation result

Results from the modal analysis

The calculation of the eigenfrequencies or modal analysis is affected by the geometries of the
components, not the input parameters. The first eigen frequency of an object is also called the
fundamental frequency, it’s what it will be called in the following text.

Pitch-driver-linkage
The fundamental eigenfrequency calculates to be around 84,47 Hz and its outside of the test frequency
range so it’s safe.

Pitch-driven-linkage
The fundamental eigenfrequency calculates to be around 1410 Hz and its outside of the test frequency
range so it’s safe.
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Yaw-driver-linkage
The fundamental eigenfrequency calculates to be around 60 Hz. As the most critical component,
longest linkage, its fundamental eigenfrequency exceeds the maximum operating vibration test, means
it is safe.

Validation of modal analysis
It is validated on the yaw-driver-linkage. As a result, it has a static fundamental eigenfrequency
around 66.7 Hz, see Figure 54, which is approximately 6 Hz higher than the result from dynamic
modal analysis. This should mean that the calculation is right because solid component should be less
stable at dynamic state than static.

Figure 54 Validation of modal analysis result
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Results of modifications based on prototype 1.1 and 1.2
The final design of the platform
One can see the difference in Figure 55 compared with Figure 56; the camera setup is in real
dimensions in both versions and can be used as the reference for comparison. In Design I the platform
is a circular shape with 400 mm in radius. Design II has a rectangular platform with dimension 260 x
200 x 35 mm.

Figure 55 The platform and wall in Design I

Figure 56 The new platform and wall in Design II
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The final design of the main support pole
The length left was for leaving space for installation of the construction, also update with locking
mechanism to stop it from rotating, when it comes to single-axis test in the future. Design I (see Figure
57) have pole length 500 mm while the Design II (see Figure 58) has 241 mm.

Figure 57 The pole in Design I

Figure 58 The new pole in Design II
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The final design of the base as a box
The new base in Design II is 550 mm long, 410 mm wide and 400 mm high. All plates are 30 mm in
thickness. The picture in Figure 59 shows the Design I and the picture in Figure 60 shows the Design
II.

Figure 59 The support foot from the Design I

Figure 60 The base box in Design II instead of the support foot
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The final design of the transmission component
This design of the triangular shaped transmission component (see Figure 61) is not from the Design I,
on that design it is still the rectangular one but designed in another way. It was made to triangular
when decided to make it to the first physical prototype and for simplicity. From the test result of the
first prototype, it was decided to change to the rectangular shaped one (see Figure 62) as in the final
design. The main purpose doing that was to obtain the half circle shape drew by the lens.

Figure 61 The triangular shaped transmission component

Figure 62 The rectangular shaped transmission component

The final design of the driver linkages
In prototype tests, M10 threaded rods were used. In stress analysis, the vertical rod (pitch-drivenlinkage) and its driver linkage (pitch-driver-linkage) will be changed to M14 due to the dynamic
reaction forces (4863 N) exceeded the allowable radial dynamic force (4365 N) which the M10 BRF
bearing has.
Both horizontal linkage rods have length 685 mm and 805 mm. The vertical one is 196 mm.
All linkages changed to thread M14 even though the yaw-driver-linkage in M10 (8.5 mm in diameter)
has a big safety factor from stress calculation, safety factor 3.74 in high frequency, but to increase
safety against buckling it is increased to M14 (12 mm in diameter), in the drawings. The calculation is
still for M10 for that linkage.
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(Note: from the company, MecMove AB, where these bearing components will be buying from, use
unit kg instead of Newton. The calculated dynamic reaction force is 495.7 kg while the allowable
dynamic force for M10 BRF is 445 kg. Next size in the category is M12 which has 495 kg, and M14
has 560 kg [26]).
The picture in Figure 63 shows the Design I and the picture in Figure 64Figure 60 shows the Design
II.

Figure 63 The linkages in the Design I

Figure 64 The new linkages in Design II
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Budget Plan

The cost plan listed for all money spent on the prototypes are shown in the Table 8. The liquidity, the
remaining budget was also calculated and can be used for building the final design, in the future.
The budget plan listed in the Table 9. shows the estimated costs for building the final design. It is
incomplete because some of the price of some components are unknown.

Table 8 The cost schedule of all costs spent on the prototypes
Prototype

Flange bearing (D20)
Pillow block bearing (D20)
Toggle bearing
Threaded rod
Laser pointer
BRF 10

Total cost (SEK)
Planned budget (SEK)
Liquidity (SEK)

The cost schedule for the prototype

Amount
2
4
4
4
2
4
3344
50000
46656

Price per unit
179
149
50
23
49
500

Total cost
358
596
200
92
98
2000

Shops
Jula
Jula
Biltema
Biltema
Jula
MecMove AB

Table 9 The budget plan for the final design
Prototype

Flange bearing (D35)
Pillow block bearing (D35)
Axial ball bearing
(DGL100/14)
BRF 14
Total price of all large
components

Total cost (SEK)
Liquidity (SEK)
Debt (SEK)

The budget plan for the final design

Amount
2
4
1

Price per unit
130
unknown
35

Total cost
260
unknown
35

Shops
MecMove AB
MecMove AB
MecMove AB

4
18

600
unknown

2400
51600

MecMove AB
SveMek

54295
46656
−7639
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6.6

Final design

The outcome for all dimensions of the final design decided, after all, stress and modal analyses.
Drawings of all included components created and sent to the factory for discussion of the price. See
Figure 65 for an overall view of the final design from different view angles. See Figure 66 for an
overall view of the size of the base, platform and wall (which the wall mount installs on). For detailed
dimensions over the rest of the components see the complete drawings in the Appendix F.

Figure 65 The final design from different view angles

Figure 66 The overall dimensions of the final design
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7

ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION

7.1

Linkage Sub-system
About converting reciprocating linear into continuous rotary motions

For the image stabilization team in Axis Communications AB, having the camera lens to draw a
complete circular shape was the most desired. To utilize only one reciprocating linear motion, which is
generated and controlled by the vibration equipment, a converter mechanism is needed to convert that
motion into continuous rotary motion. It drives the platform and draws complete circles together with
another axis driven by the equipment in reciprocating motion, directly.
After studies on these existing mechanisms found on the internet, all of them have two familiar
characters. First, they all require a stroke length which is quite long, in comparison to what the
equipment generates. Second, they all need constant stroke length to work. For the equipment, the first
character is not working when it comes to tests with higher frequencies, because the amplitude is very
little. For the second character, it does not match the test standards in Axis, especially in a
performance test where the vibration frequency increases from low to high by varying the amplitude
(the stroke length). It is possible to have some extra transmission components with different
dimensions, to fit different stroke lengths, then operate the equipment with constant frequency and
amplitude. The negative side of it is that, it also extends the time of each test. It is not a good option
because the schedule using this equipment is very tight.
Due to all these considerations and to match the standard test routines of using the equipment, it is
decided to not have continuous rotary motion but reciprocating motions on both axes instead. Even it
cannot make complete ellipses, but it allows the equipment to gain full control over amplitude,
tangential acceleration and frequency via the equipment, directly. (For the equipment its amplitude but
angle for the platform). The reason why this is a positive point is that the equipment is operating
together with a high precision control system. If it gains full control over the construction, it means
can use this control system.

7.2

Design of the construction
Discussion about the choice of materials

The most components are made of aluminum while the pole and the pin joint which connects the
platform and pole, are in steel. See the picture in the Figure 67.

Aluminum
The reason why choosing aluminum for the most of components is that it is easier to work with for the
production, so it results in a lower production cost. Aluminum is about three times lighter than steel
which helps to reduce the total weight on the platform part, making it lighter for the linkages
components, because they are the weak ones. Also, according to how Axis used to do their tests,
aluminum plates with certain thickness are strong enough for this case. Especially the base box made
by aluminum plates has been used for much tougher tests in the company and have been worked out
well.

Steel
The reason why choosing the material of steel for the pole and pin joint is for having a better precision
control over the platform. Changing it to aluminum instead doesn’t exceed over the allowable stress
this dimension (35 mm in diameter), but they have bigger deformation which gives bigger
displacement for the platform to move around. It is also an important fact, especially when it is
planned to use the high-precision control system to monitor and control the construction.
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Figure 67 A close-up picture shows the pole and the pin joint

The transmission component
Theoretical motion analysis VS practical
There is an unexpected motion observed during the observations in the test on the second physical
prototype. We can describe this motion together with the picture in Figure 68. It happened during the
single-axis setup about the pitch-axis. This shape is not the real shape but created for analysis. If one
moves the paper where the laser cast on, sideways, during the test, one should get this shape and it
should look like an “M”. The brown colored arrows are the expected motion and the red arrows in the
middle are the unexpected ones. Those red arrows increased the direction change from one time up to
three times, at the middle.
The reason may be the gaps existed in the bearing components. On the first prototype the toggle
bearings used had much bigger gaps and caused us varying outcomes, as the shapes kept changing.
Then we changed them to these high precision BRF bearings. There are always some gaps in bearing
components so maybe it’s unavoidable, but it should still be able to be improved by using bearings
with even higher precision.

Figure 68 An estimated motion of the laser if moved the paper sideways

A guess of the performance of future usage
As explained from the observation from the prototype test above, this extra direction-change changes
the acceleration direction on vertical axis three times at that moment. It means the sensor experiences
this sudden change as well, which may affect the performance. From this point, maybe it’s better to
use the triangular shape component and get the diagonal straight line instead, for a better
measurement. There is always some tradeoff.
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Almost no height difference when in high frequency and dual axis setup
A study from simulations with the CAD-model on the computer showed almost none angle change
around the pitch-axis when simulating at (𝑓𝑚𝑎𝑥 ) Hz (maximum test frequency) and dual axis setup. It
is because there is some gear rate between both axes. It requires bigger amplitude from the equipment
to obtain quite a little height difference at the tail of the platform. On the other hand, when Axis use
this platform in the future, for tests for Q60 series cameras, which tests with max zoom, even a little
movement in vertical direction expands to a very big movement with this distance.

The strength of the final design
Simple but robust
The design is simple and easy to see how each component moves in operation. It allows the operator
to observe and detect or even prevent errors from happening. It is also quite robust, so it is not that
easy to go wrong during usage.

Simple geometries and material choice lead to low cost of production
A work of shape optimization was planned to do to help designing components with less material
usage. This work was cancel due to the tight schedule but also a consideration in making it cheaper to
produce them. Since all components will only produce once, the cost spent on getting the designed
geometries is dominant, according to experiences from how Axis ordered their components.
Components with simpler geometries take less time to produce, also much cheaper. Most components
are made of aluminum which makes it easier to work with and less cost of production as well.

Extra design space left for future updates
The concept is tested and proved working, but not the final construction, especially when it comes to
full-size. We did the calculations and from our experiences, we know there is always some errors in all
FEM-calculations. To make sure all components are strong enough, some places in the construction
have extra spaces left over for updates in the future. In case bigger dimensions are needed. For
instance, the transmission component, the distance between the holes is big enough for updating the
BRF bearings to some bigger category.
We left some extra space for having other shapes of the transmission component so that the circle
form can be changed to something else if needed. The triangle transmission component gives straight
and diagonal line instead, for example. We consider that if the sensor does not work well with a
current design where acceleration direction changes three times in a row.

Critical components from local shops lowered cost and made the quicker repair
The most critical components in this design are the yaw-driver-linkage. What is good is that local
shops are selling them in different dimensions. In case they need to be updated or repaired, it is easy to
have them from local shops. It can lower the total cost and delivery time, in comparison with ordering
components from the factory.

Easy for one-man-installation
The simple design made it easy to understand how to install all components together, without getting
confusions. Big components are made of aluminum; only specific small components are made of steel.
It has made all components light-weighted so that one person can finish the installation alone. The
heaviest component is the bottom plate of the box which is around 15 kg.
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The weakness of the final design
A very stable table requires
To lift the structure upon certain height, so the linkages reach to the slide pad on the vibration
equipment, a very stable table is required. From simulation model and measurement in the laboratory,
this table must be at least 680 mm high. The more stable this table is, the smaller is the error comes
from the table to the platform.

Buckling may happen on the yaw-driver-linkage
The yaw-driver-linkage is the longest and the most critical component in the design. The calculation
only considered the stress buildup stays within the safety range, not the buckling. For long
components with small cross-section area, buckling occurs when the large force applied. As an
improvement in the safety also a part of for the future work, the suggestion is to have a thick steel rod
instead. Both sides on that rod treated, so it has threaded rods made for the right BRF bearings (current
design M14).

Current design made for Q60 series camera installation
Current design on the wall and the platform, they are all for installing the Q60 series cameras and their
wall mount. It may be harder to install other cameras especially different cameras have different
installation methods. On the other hand, the cost of making a new platform and installation wall is low
and acceptable for Axis, which did leave space for future updates.

Hard to switch acceleration relation
The rectangular transmission component makes constant gear rate which provides different angular
accelerations on separate axes. It is one of the requirements listed by the company. Because this gear
rate is constant, and the vibration equipment drive both linkages at the same time, it is not able to
change this acceleration rate between the axes. Therefore, extra components are needed, with different
dimensions. It makes it hard to switch between different acceleration rates during the tests.

Stress and modal analysis

Stress calculated, is based on the dynamic reaction forces and moments generated during dynamic
simulations. We simulated the entire system, from some point one can say that we have included all
constraints and conditions in the calculation environment. By observations, all components moved as
expected, then the simulated motion and result should be trustworthy. About the stress calculation, big
reaction forces and moments appeared on where expected, also at the right time point.
In the modal analysis, validation with a static calculation showed a slightly higher eigenfrequency than
the dynamic one, this seemed reasonable as well because the structure in a dynamic state is less stable
than when in a static state.

Discussion about the worst-case-scenarios

Worst-case-scenarios found with help by considering two parameters, the time point where the
maximum acceleration is and where the maximum reaction force appeared. For yaw axis, the
observation point (where the tangential acceleration detected) is at the center of the camera house; it
reaches the maximum tangential acceleration in the pitch axis direction when it's at the return points
on both sides. For pitch axis, on the other hand, the observation point is placed at the center of the
bottom surface of the wall mount. It obtains the maximum reaction force when the rectangular
transmission component passes its start line, even it reaches maximum acceleration at both return
points, also. However, the maximum reaction force appeared on the pitch-driven-linkage while the
maximum stress buildup on the yaw-driver-linkage.
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The reason why the maximum reaction force appeared on the pitch-driven-linkage but not the
maximum stress is that, yaw-linkage is very long, and the longest linkage amount all linkages. The
maximum stress appeared at the middle, a bending should be the reason for a large stress buildup at
the middle of a long profile. The length of this linkage made it the most critical component because
there is a high risk of buckling and the maximum stress buildup on it. On the other hand, the pitchdriven-linkage has the maximum reaction force and it affects the choice of the BRF bearing
components.

7.3

Discussion around prototypes
Discussion around test of prototype 1.1

Observation during tests
One purpose of doing the tests was to observe and make sure that the platform is drawing specific
shapes as designed. Therefore, it is not important to record it carefully, if the shape shows as designed.
Another purpose was to see if the structure works, also, to study to see if we can do some
improvements. On the other side, for these data, pictures and videos recorded from the tests, plus the
documentation made according to our observations and discussions can together make a clear picture
of what our design can or cannot do. We also documented them to keep them for future study.

The shape made from a laser pointer
The behavior of this prototype is like the test done with the Shakespeare MK I. The changing shapes
from Shakespeare is caused by the changing relationship between different axes during operations. On
this prototype is because of the gaps existed in the toggle joints and because the table the prototype
was standing on was shaking.

Modification
A modification done was to fill up this gap with blu tack. It showed a better result, which means the
circular shapes are less visible. It is supposed to be a line, straight or curved.

Discussion around test of prototype 1.2
Causes to the unsymmetrical curve-line
The laser showed a curved line that looked like a half sphere, but not symmetric (see Figure 69). To
get a half circle the rotation of the different axis must be the same. Here the horizontal motion moves
more than the vertical. The transmission part must have a bigger gear rate for a bigger movement.
From observation on the linkage (transmission component) part, it is easier for it to drag down the tail
of the platform when it rotates towards the central pole than apart from it. It may be the reason why it
draws an uneven curved line. We did a simulation on the final design after the test on the second
prototype and it resulted in a more symmetric curved line instead (see Figure 70). The final design was
modified based on that prototype.
To find out what may have caused this change we drive the platform by hands and a difference in the
force needed to drive it, on the transmission component. The picture in Figure 71 can help with the
explanation. When we push in the transmission component the linkage drags down the platform, same
as we pull it out. We felt it by hands, it was easier to drag down the platform by pushing it in (picture
1 in Figure 71) than pulling it out (picture 2 in Figure 71). It is the reason why the tested shape is not
symmetric. We think the difference between the tested and the simulated result depends on the
distance between the bearing blocks, see Figure 72. We called it distance A and it’s bigger in the
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simulated model than the prototype model. Based on that, we believe, by adjusting this distance one
can find the 100% symmetric curve line by repositioning the bearing blocks.

Figure 69 Test shape, asymmetric

Figure 70 Simulated shape, more symmetric

Figure 71 The force difference needed when pushing/pulling the transmission component
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Figure 72 The distance between the bearing blocks

Reason why two connecting rods with different vibration
The connecting rod which connects to the upper axis and drives the platform to rotate around its
vertical central-line is going straight back and forth while the one connects the transmission
component is also going up-and-down. It is the weakest direction for such long rod to take a force.
Therefore, it is more influenced and has bigger vibration than another one.
Suggestion for improvement is to use rods with a bigger diameter or to make it thicker in the vertical
direction, so it becomes stiffer in this bending direction.

The reason why the main support pole vibrates more at the upper part
As there is a need to increase the space between the platform and the box, the pole was pushed up, and
the length of unsupported part (the free-end) increased. The space made the structure weaker and
unstable. As a lesson learned from this, in the final design, we tried to design this pole as short as
possible. It is also suggested to have a thicker pole for increasing the stability.
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8

CONCLUSION

To complete the task we built a platform, and it can rotate around both the pitch and yaw axes. The
yaw axis is driven by a linkage connected to the vibration equipment while the pitch axis is driven
with help by a transmission component. We built the physical prototype in that way and it allows the
camera lens attached to it, to draw a positive curved line. It fulfills the functionalities as required by
the Axis company so it’s a success with this master thesis.
Our task was to find out how to drive a platform via one reciprocating linear motion, so it draws
a complete circle at the middle on one of the edges
To drive a platform in a complete circle via one reciprocating linear motion requires two driver axes,
and a continuous rotary motion must drive one of them.
The reason why we tried to obtain a complete circle on the platform is that we believed that if one can
obtain a circle, then one should be able to make any shapes. It is based on that if the different axes
could be controlled separately via specific adjustable mechanisms, even though the same vibration
equipment drives all axes. Unfortunately, it is not possible to have any mechanism with a switch, due
to the short stroke length the vibration equipment generates. Therefore, obtaining a complete circle
became no longer the main interest at the later stage of this work. To obtain half a circle or part of a
circle (a curved line) became the main interest instead.
The problem is, for most converter mechanisms include a piston part and a rotary part in the system.
The stroke length needed to drive the rotary part to complete one cycle, is constant and fixed. Almost
all of them must fulfill one requirement, the stroke length must equal the diameter of where the piston
connects. It means, for obtaining continuous rotary motion, this piston must move forth and back with
the same amplitude as the diameter of the rotary part and it must keep this length.
A subtask was to find out how to obtain multiple angular vibrations on separate axes, driven by
one reciprocating linear vibration and still be controlled separately
At a later stage of this Master Thesis, we didn’t have more time to design a mechanical switch for
adjusting the acceleration relation between different axes, which is the solution for controlling them
separately even though the same vibration equipment drives them.
From early study stage when we were looking after reciprocating to continuous motion converters, it
shows that it’s impossible to control different axes separately, directly via the vibration equipment. On
the other hand, it is still possible via the linkage sub-system, by adjusting the acceleration relation
between the axes. Some mechanisms of those converters found can adjust its output, how much the
converted motion moves in distance or angle, but because of the generated stroke length is too short
and variable so those mechanisms won’t work.
On the final design, the acceleration relation controls by changing the dimensions on the transmission
component, but it also changes the angles of how much the platform turns. For this design, an extra
copy of this transmission component is needed, with different dimensions, and it must be changed
with another to adjust this relation. Via this, different axes can control the motions separately.
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FUTURE WORK

Transmission component
The suggestion for improving the transmission component is to add the switch function on it so it
allows changing the acceleration relation between the axes. The current solution is preparing extra
components with different dimensions, when the acceleration relation needs to be changed, one can be
changed with another. If the switch function can be combined into this component, the total amount of
the components and cost can be reduced, it can also help to reduce the time spent when switching the
acceleration relation. We suggest looking at the adjustment designed with the worm gear on ratcheting
adjustable wrench. It is both precise and strong against a large force.
Locking mechanism
Add and design locking mechanisms to allow single-axis setup. The pictures in Figure 73 and Figure
74 show an example of it. It was 3D-printed and used in the test. It worked, but there is not any
development and detail design of it. This locking mechanism is for the pitch axis, but one for the yaw
axis must also be made. A simple solution could be using a rod that goes through the box and the pole,
since the input which drives the pitch-axis is centered so there is not any force from the vibration
equipment that should affect the yaw-axis. Even though we know there is some reaction force while
it’s vibrating, but this rod should be strong enough to fix the pole.

Figure 73 Locking mechanism for the pitch-axis, 3D-printed

Figure 74 The locking mechanism prototype for the pitch-axis tested on the first prototype
Add extra motor
The pure mechanical design has low flexibility in controlling different axes separately. Suggested to
add an extra motor to control each axis individually.
We suggest the servomotor which allows precise control over angular or linear position, depending on
if it has rotary actuator or linear actuator.
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Servomotor must relate to the same control system together with the vibrator or any other separate
system, and they sync with each other, so that their position or acceleration relation is under control,
not repeating what’s observed on Shakespeare MK I.
Use existing solution
We suggest having a more in-depth study of the Stewart platform, the hexapod. It benefits in enabling
tests with complex motion profiles also precise control. Even though this solution comes with a higher
price. PI Motion Positioning is a company that design and produce these platforms. An E-mail (see
Figure 76) contact with them provided a device in name of H-840 6-Axis Hexapod [27] as shown in
Figure 75. It can have a load up to 10 kg. The cost list is shown in Table 10.

Table 10 The cost plan of investing a hexapod
Cost title

Values (euro)

H-840 6-Axis Hexapod
Controller

34 800
4 500

Shipping

150

Figure 75 The H-840 6-Axis Hexapod[27]

Figure 76 Conversation with the PI Motion Positioning about an estimate price
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APPENDIX
Appendix A
Concept scoring
Concept Scoring

A (Reference)
Requirement
Points
Resistant to wear, service
3
3
Adjustable for rotation around one or two axis
Easy to use
3
Angle change (able to make small angles)
2
3
Cost efficient
Efficient weight
3
2
Adjustable in angles
Adjustable for circular/ellipse motion
3
4
Easy for assembling
Adjustable for different acceleration relationship between the axis
3
Robustness
3
Working for different amplitudes of vibration machine
1
Total points
33
Rank
4
Continue
No

B
Points
3
3
2
2
3
3
2
3
2
3
3
1
30
7
No

C
Points
5
1
3
4
2
2
3
1
5
1
4
1
32
6
No

D
Points
3
3
4
4
4
4
4
3
4
3
3
1
40
2
No

Concept
E
F
Points
Points
3
3
3
2
2
3
2
1
3
3
3
3
2
2
2
5
4
1
3
1
4
3
1
1
32
28
5
8
No
No

G
Points
3
2
2
4
1
3
3
2
2
1
1
1
25
9
No

H
Points
2
1
3
1
2
2
1
1
1
1
2
1
18
10
No

I
Points
3
1
4
5
5
2
4
5
4
1
4
1
39
3
No

J
Points
4
1
4
5
5
4
5
4
5
1
5
5
48
1
Yes

Gant chart
Gantt Chart
Activity

3

4

5

6

7

8

Study of exisitng solutions and related works
Project plan
Concept generation
Concept evaluation
Build CAD-model
Prototype building and testing
Stress- and modal analysis
Drawing for construction
Cost plan
User manual
Draft report
Opposition report
Presentation for axis
Presentation for school
Thesis report
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Week
9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23

Appendix B
Dimension of the vibration equipment
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Appendix C
Design I
Side view

Top view

Appendix D
Test result from prototype 1.2 test

Dual axes setup, amplitude peak to peak: 2mm, 4mm, 6mm and 8mm.
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69

70

Single axis setup, yaw-axis. Peak to peak: 2mm, 4mm, 6mm and 8mm.

71

72

Single axis setup, pitch-axis, peak to peak: 2mm, 4mm, 6mm and 8mm.

73

74

Appendix E
Stress analysis
Single-axis setup
High amplitude, low frequency and factor 5
Pitch-driven-linkage

75

Pitch-driver-linkage

Yaw-driver-linkage
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Low amplitude, high frequency and factor 10
Pitch-driven-linkage

Pitch-driver-linkage

77

Yaw-driver-linkage

Dual-axis setup
Low amplitude, high frequency and factor 10
Pitch-driver-linkage
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Pitch-driven-linkage

Yaw-driver-linkage

79

Modal analysis
Pitch-driver-linkage

Pitch-driven-linkage

Yaw-driver-linkage
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Appendix F

This includes drawings which is secret information and are therefore not included here. It is included
in a separated file.
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